
DRAFT 
Unintentional Off-Site Landing Protocol 

 
Skydivers prefer to land in a designated area; however, circumstances may require an unintentional off-
site landing. If an off-site landing is apparent follow the emergencies landing procedures listed in the 
Skydivers Informational Manual (SIM) Section 5.1.F. 
 
Once safely on the ground the off-site skydiver, tandem, or group will follow these guidelines to 
safeguard against cross contamination of alyssum in any adjacent fields.  
 

1. Gather up all fabric from the canopy  
a. Ensure that the pilot chute and all bridles, bags, and lines are up off of the ground.  

2. Each person will gather together and walk in a single-file to minimize the radius of possible 
contamination throughout the field or area. 

3. Walk to nearest paved access road or main road from the field you are in.  
a. Do not cross into another field unless it’s unavoidable 
b. Avoid stepping into or across streams or ditches at all times 
c. Avoid mud puddles, water soaked ground, and muddy areas as best as possible 
d. Do not walk through brush or tall grassy areas if possible 

4. If the field has an access road follow it to a paved main road.  
5. If no access road then look for a path or a trail to follow until you reach a paved road 
6. Once on a main paved road wait there for the ground crew to show up for cleaning and 

examination 
 

Ground Crew Guidelines 
 
The ground crew will follow these guidelines when retrieving skydivers who landed off-site.  
 

1. The ground crew will consist of no less than one person who is trained in identifying Alyssum 
and its seeds, and the person will know proper cleaning techniques 

2. The ground crew will not drive on access roads—if possible—unless it’s an emergency or an 
Alyssum free area.  

3. The ground crew will have a cleaning brush, 5-gallon water bucket, and/or a metal tray for 
washing gear and clothing 

a. During the wet season, the ground crew will have a brush and water 
b. The water shall be in a 5-gallon sprayer and/or bucket for cleaning mud from shoes and 

gear 
c. During dry months brushes can be used without water if no mud is present 

4. Plastic container bags will be on hand in case gear or clothing needs bagged for further cleaning 
at another approved site 

 
In addition to these guidelines, the ground crew will utilize and follow the Yellowtuft Alyssum Working 
Group prevention measures. 


